The purpose of this paper is to propose dimensions enabling a systematic description of biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms in Modern Written Arabic. A dimension is conceived of as a set of homegeneous properties characterizing syntagms. A biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagm is a complex lingual sign constituted by two words that are bound by the relation of qualifi cation; "adjectival" means that at least one of these words is an adjective. Adjectives are identifi ed as a separate part of speech on the grounds of their attributive capability and concord with the qualifi ed substantive. Nine dimensions are proposed that make it possible to characterize syntagms with regard to properties of their adjectival constituent, morphological indicators of qualifi cation, linear properties, syntactic function of their constituents and reducibility of a syntagm to its qualifi catum. The dimensions and properties they contain can be used for conducting a characterization of any biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagm, i.e. determining a set of nine properties it shows with regard to all nine dimensions.
INTRODUCTION *
Modern Written Arabic 1 (henceforth MWA) is a language with a great variety of hypotactic syntagms that are characterized by numerous kinds of properties. These properties may derive from the kind of morphological indicators of qualifi cation between their constituents (i.e. words constituting the syntagm), the linear order of the constituents, the parts LP LI MARCIN MICHALSKI of speech to which the constituents belong, the syntactic functions the constituents have, and some others. In order for this fragment of syntax of this language to be adequately described, an appropriate apparatus, with clearly explained and consistently used concepts and terms, is needed. Current descriptions of MWA syntax rarely fulfi l this requirement. The aim of this article is to propose such an apparatus in the form of a set of properties, classifi ed into nine dimensions (parameters) , that enable a systematic description and a classifi cation of a subset of MWA hypotactic syntagms, namely hypotactic syntagms composed of two constituents at least one of which is an adjective. These will be referred to as biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms. 2 Before starting the discussion of syntagms as language signs composed of words, it will fi rst be explained how the concept of word is understood in this paper. Then, the concepts of qualifi cation, hypotactic syntagm and adjectival syntagm will be explained. The latter will require an, of necessity, brief discussion of which nouns, i.e. nominal parts of speech, are adjectives in MWA, as distinct from substantives.
For the purposes of this paper, word is understood in accordance with the concept proposed by BAŃCZEROWSKI (1997a and b) 3 , i.e. as "a minimal unit of syntax and a maximal unit of morphology". It is a language unit conveying complete lexical and semic (grammatical) meaning, the latter of which is signifi ed in "relatively systematic ways", which can be "desinential, affi xal, adpositional, stem-alternating, suprasegmental, distributional or auxiliary" (BAŃCZEROWSKI 1997a (BAŃCZEROWSKI : 1165 . Accordingly, e.g. the Arabic expression fī l-kitāb-i 'in the book' shall be treated as one word. Its semic meaning is that of inessivity, i.e. location in the interior of something, and defi niteness. The former is conveyed by the preposition fī 'in' and the genitive suffi x -i; the latter by the defi nite article l-. Its lexical meaning ('being a book') is conveyed by the stem kitāb-. This notion of word differs from that traditionally used in the majority of grammars (also those of Arabic), where e.g. prepositions are treated as words with their own rection. 4 However, for a number of language units it is still diffi cult to determine whether they are words or not. For the needs of this paper, the following solutions are adopted. Expressions such as taḥta 'under' and ẖāriǧa 'outside' will be treated as prepositions although they display some substantival features. Expressions such as ḡayr 'other than, un-', šibh 'similar to, quasi-', which are used in combination with adjectives (e.g. ḡayru šar'iyyin 'illegal' lit. 'other than legal') will be treated as words as long as they infl ect for case. Personal pronouns suffi xed to other words, e.g. -ka in baytu-ka 'your house', or in ra'aytu-ka 'I saw you', are 2 The solutions proposed in this paper are a modifi ed version of those presented in MICHALSKI 2008. 3 In these works, the term dicton is used in this sense. 4 E.g. MATTHEWS 1981 : 78, also CHOMSKY 1970 , where preposition was one of the four major syntactic categories along with noun, verb and adjective. The Arabist Beeston considered the Arabic preposition bi 'with, by' to be a word, because it functions like ṯumma 'then' and 'alā 'on', and they are "unquestionably counted as separate words in Arabic linguistic feeling" (BEESTON 1970: 30) . Cf. also the discussion in BELKIN 1975: 15-17. (NH, e.g. buyūtun 'houses'). Its forms coincide with the feminine singular (cf. the adjective ṣaḡīratun 'little' in buyūtun ṣaḡīratun 'little houses' and imra'atun ṣaḡīratun 'a little woman'). In the present paper, adjectives treated as masculine singular in most standard grammars but in reality not infl ecting for gender and number will be considered to have neutralized gender (NG) and neutralized number (NN), e.g. ʼašaddu 'stronger, strongest'. Both adjectives and substantives can be indefi nite (INDF, e.g. baytun ṣaḡīrun 'a little house') or defi nite (DEF, e.g. albaytu ṣ-ṣaḡīru 'the little house'). For the sake of convenience, this semantic category will be referred to as 'state'. not words but parts of words. Consequently, baytuka is one word. By contrast, personal pronouns suffi xed to prepositions (fīhi 'in him') or particles and conjunctions (ʼanna-hu 'that he') will be treated as words being infl ectional forms of personal pronouns.
HYPOTACTIC SYNTAGMS
One of the characteristic features of human languages is that they have both simplex and composite signs. In order for any language to be able to fulfi l its communicative purposes, it must use composite signs. One reason for this is that the range of designation of some simplex signs is too narrow to designate the specifi c fragment of the extralingual reality a speaker wishes to speak of, whereas the range of designation of others is too wide (cf. BAŃCZEROWSKI et al. 1982: 238) . Combining simplex signs into composite ones is a solution to both problems. As for the former, for instance, MWA has no simplex sign which could designate a cat and mouse at the same time (anaphora, hyperonyms, etc. do not interest us here). The sign qiṭṭatun 'a cat' designates only cats, the sign fa'run 'a mouse' designates only mice: their ranges of designation are too narrow. Only a composite sign resulting from the combination of both, qiṭṭatun wa fa'run 'a cat and a mouse', is able to express the speaker's intent. This type of combining simplex signs into composite ones is called PARA-TAXIS (or coordination). The resultant composite signs are paratactic syntagms.
The second problem consists in that a given simplex sign has a range of designation which is too broad, i.e. it designates a fragment of reality which is too wide with respect to the speaker's communicative intention. For instance, in MWA, if a speaker means cats that are black, he or she will not fi nd a simplex sign, i.e. one word, which would have the suitable range of designation. The range of designation of the simplex sign has to be narrowed, and this is achieved by forming a composite sign, namely qiṭṭatun sawdā'u 'a black cat'. This composite sign does not designate all possible cats but only the black ones. This type of combining simplex signs into composite ones is called HYPOTAXIS (or subordination). The resultant composite signs are hypotactic syntagms. The two words combined into a hypotactic syntagm are bound by the relation of QUALIFICATION (BAŃCZEROWSKI 1997a (BAŃCZEROWSKI : 1162 cf. also 1980, esp. 65ff) . The qualifi ed word, i.e. that which has its range of designation narrowed down, will be referred to as qualifi catum or Qm. The qualifying word, i.e. that which narrows down the range of designation of the qualifi catum, will be referred to as qualifi cator or Qr. 5 The relation of qualifi cation has important consequences for the meaning (signifi cation) 5 A third major type of syntagm should be distinguished along with paratactic and hypotactic ones, namely appositional syntagms based on apposition. Appositional syntagms could be understood as syntagms constituted by two substantives, "where the same thing is named twice differently" (BÜHLER 1990 (BÜHLER [1934 : 351). An example of such an appositional syntagm is Muḥammadun-i n-nabiyyu 'Muhammad the Prophet' or an-nabiyyu Muḥammad 'Prophet Muhammad' (see also section 3). However, this question needs further clarifi cation.
It should also be added that sentences will be treated as syntagms in this paper, with the subject being the qualifi catum of the predicate. Sentential and non-sentential syntagms will not be discussed separately (see also end of section 4.7.). LP LI MARCIN MICHALSKI and for the range of designation of the words bound by this relation and of the resulting hypotactic syntagm. According to Bańczerowski: the qualifi cator expands (broadens) the total meaning (signifi catum) of its qualifi catum, whereby the total meaning of the resultant syntagma includes that of its constituent qualifi catum [...] the qualifi cator restricts (narrows down) the radius (range) of designation of its qualifi catum, whereby the designation radius of the resultant syntagma is included in that of its constituent qualifi catum (BAŃCZEROWSKI 1997a (BAŃCZEROWSKI : 1162 .
A consequence of these facts is that a hypotactic syntagm is a hyponym "with respect to its constituent qualifi catum" (BAŃCZEROWSKI 1997a (BAŃCZEROWSKI : 1162 .
Biconstituent syntagms are not maximal syntagms since there can be syntagms composed of more than two words. This is possible because a word which is a qualifi cator in one syntagm can be a qualifi catum in another. Also, a word which is a qualifi catum in one syntagm can be a qualifi cator in another. That is to say that a word can be in statu qualificati and in statu qualifi catoris at the same time (BAŃCZEROWSKI 1997a (BAŃCZEROWSKI : 1163 . For instance, in the triconstituent syntagm intensely black eyes, two biconstituent syntagms can be distinguished, black eyes and intensely black, having the following qualifi cational structures: (eyes, black) and (black, intensely), with the qualifi catum given fi rst and the qualifi cator second. The word black is in statu qualifi catoris in the former syntagm while it is in statu qualifi cati in the latter. If we continue using the notation with the qualifi catum preceding the qualifi cator, the qualifi cational structure of intensely black eyes can be represented as (eyes, black, intensely) . Put somewhat metaphorically, the representations of the two biconstituent syntagms overlap on the word black. Therefore, for the goals of this paper, in the syntagm intensely black eyes, the syntagm black eyes, having the structure (eyes, black), will be called 'left-overlapping' and the syntagm intensely black, having the structure (black, intensely), will be called 'right-overlapping'. The qualifi cator of syntagm 1 which is 'left-overlapping' with respect to syntagm 2 is the qualifi catum of syntagm 2 .
ADJECTIVAL SYNTAGMS
Identifying adjectival syntagms presupposes a criterion of identifying adjectives. The answer to the question what is an adjective in MWA is no easy thing, since morphological features are not suffi cient to distinguish adjectives from substantives in this language. The criterion of gradability does not work here, since should only gradable nouns be considered adjectives, this class would not comprise words such as miṣriyyun 'Egyptian' in fīlmun miṣriyyun 'an Egyptian fi lm', which intuitively are adjectives. In the present paper, it is assumed that adjectives can be distinguished in MWA as a separate part of speech on the grounds of their morphological and syntactic properties. In order for a noun (nominal part of speech) to be identifi ed as an adjective, it must meet the following requirements:
1. Capability of linearly following another noun in order to qualify it and agree with it with respect to state (defi nite/indefi nite), number, gender and case; Example: kabīrun 'big' in baytun kabīrun 'a big house' is an adjective; 2. Incapability of linearly preceding another noun, while: retaining agreement (concord) with it with respect to number, gender, case, and state (i) 6 ;
Example: Adjectives cannot linearly precede the noun they qualify in this way (attributively) because non-grammatical constructions arise then (cf. *kabīrun baytun); and retaining the same meaning as when following the noun; (ii) Example: The difference between preceding and following position of the noun may result in the difference in meaning, e.g. the meaning of al-kātibu in al-kātibu Aḥmadu 'the writer Ahmad' and Aḥmadu l-kātibu 'the writing Ahmad, Ahmad writing', is not the same. Al-kātibu in the former is a substantive, while al-kātibu in the latter is an adjective.
Nouns without this incapability are treated as substantives and can be constituents of appositional syntagms. These are characterized by reversible word-order, e.g. Muḥammadun-i n-nabiyyu 'Muhammad the Prophet' and an-nabiyyu Muḥammadun 'Prophet Muhammad' (cf. footnote 5).
Nouns which can be qualifi ed by adjectives as shown above are substantives.
The category of adjective also comprises an easily identifi able class of nouns which do not fulfi l the criterion of concord completely as they do not agree with the qualifi ed substantive with respect to gender and number. Such adjectives retain a fi xed form, regardless of the gender and number of their qualifi cata. This form is identical with singular masculine, yet it seems justifi able to consider it to be that of neutralized gender (NG) and neutralized number (NN). These adjectives are: (i) passive participles derived from intransitive verbs, e.g. l-mustad'ā in (1):
'the accused institution' lit. 'the institution accused against it'
The adjective l-mustad'ā 'accused', obligatorily qualifi ed by the word 'alayhā, is the passive participle of the intransitive verb istad'ā 'alā (l-mu'assasati) 'to accuse (the institution)' lit. 'to accuse against (the institution)'; (ii) adjectives with the patterns fa'ūl in the active sense, e.g. ṭamūḥun 'ambitious', fa'īl in the passive sense, e.g. qatīlun 'murdered', or mif'āl with the intensifying meaning, e.g. miḡbārun 'dusty'; (iii) adjectives designating typically female properties, e.g.: ḥāmilun 'pregnant'; (iv) elatives with the comparative or superlative meaning having the pattern ʼaf'al, e.g. ʼaǧmalu 'more/most beautiful' (including the adjectives šarrun 'worse/worst' and ẖayrun 'better/best'); (v) adjectives that are loanwords, e.g. mūf 'mauve'; and (vi) adjectives designating a species or style indication (usually nisba-adjectives), e.g.: qahwatun turkiyyun 'a Turkish style coffee ' (from BADAWI et al. 2004: 105) . Words which are identifi ed as adjectives in this way may have functions other than attributive. These functions include: basic predicate in verbless (equative) sentences, the basic predicate always being (i) in the nominative case, e.g. al-baytu kabīrun 'The house is big'; extended predicate after special (sometimes described as auxiliary) verbs and their (ii) LP LI MARCIN MICHALSKI derivates (e.g. kāna 'to be', kawnu-hā 'her being', laysa 'not to be'), the extended predicate being in the accusative case or attached to the preposition bi, e.g.:
The house is not big'.
exclamative predicate in the (iii) min-phrase, e.g.:
'How tired you are!' secondary predicate in the accusative case (Arabic (iv) ḥāl): the adjective designates a property of an entity designated by a (usually) defi nite substantive, a personal pronoun or an implied subject of a fi nite verb, without being its attribute or its basic, extended or exclamative predicate, e.g. mut'aban 'tired' in raǧa'at Laylā mut'abatan 'Layla returned tired'; predicatoid, i.e. the qualifi cator in the so-called 'indirect attribute', which in this (v) paper will be referred to as 'sententioid syntagm'. For instance, the word l-muntahiyati 'ending' is the predicatoid in the sententioid syntagm [li r-ra'īsi] l-muntahiyati wilāyatuhu '[for the president] whose term of offi ce is ending' 8 ; see example (11) below for a discussion of this syntagm; subject and object. These are typically substantival functions and therefore require (vi) substantivization of the adjective.
9 Substantivization may be of various degrees, that is to say, substantivized adjectives may show more or less substantival properties (e.g. the capability of being qualifi ed by a substantive in the genitive). For the needs of the present paper, only those substantivized adjectives will be taken into consideration which are obligatorily qualifi ed by a substantive in the genitive and cannot be qualifi ed attributively by other adjectives. Usually, such adjectives have neutralized gender and number, e.g.:
'Pure love to you' lit. 'For you the pure of love'.
adverbial. What has been traditionally described as adverbs derived from adjec-(vii) tives, i.e. a separate part of speech, will be treated here as adjectives used in the syntactic function of adverbial, as illustrated by sarī'an 'quickly' in the following syntagm:
'She departed quickly'. 8 The name 'sententioid syntagm' is used here in order to refl ect the desentential nature of this syntagm. Its predicatoid l-muntahiyati and its subjectoid wilāyatuhu correspond, respectively, to the basic predicate muntahiyatun and the subject wilāyatuhu in the relative clause llaḏī wilāyatuhu muntahiyatun, of which the sententioid syntagm may be presumed to be a transformation and with which it shares some syntactic characteristics. 9 No historical assumptions about the process of substantivization are being made here. Substantivization is understood here as the synchronic relationship between nouns identifi ed as adjectives and those identifi ed as substantives in the way proposed above.
The adjectives used in this function show neutralized gender and number. They are always indefi nite and stand in the accusative case.
SYNTAGMS AND DIMENSIONS
Properties that characterize syntagms and which can be reasonably compared with one another, i.e. are of the same nature, or homogeneous, are classifi ed in sets called dimensions. Every such dimension shall contain the property INDEFINIBILITY because a particular syntagm may be uncharacterizable with regard to a particular dimension (e.g. a non-adjectival syntagm will show this property with respect to many dimensions to be presented here). In what follows, nine dimensions are proposed. However, it is certain that for an exhaustive characterization of biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms in MWA, which are fairly complex objects, some other dimensions could be added.
QUALIFICATIONAL STATUS OF THE ADJECTIVE
Dimension 1, qualifi cational status of the adjective, shall refl ect the distinction between:
those with an adjectival qualifi cator (adjectivo-qualifi catorial syntagms), (i) syntagms with an adjectival qualifi catum (adjectivo-qualifi catal syntagms), (ii) and those with both adjectival qualifi catum and qualifi cator (bi-adjectival syn-(iii) tagms).
For instance, the syntagm in (6) is an adjectivo-qualifi catorial syntagm:
The syntagm in (7) is an adjectivo-qualifi catal syntagm:
A bi-adjectival syntagm is exemplifi ed in (8): The category of adjective is divisible into two major subcategories, elative (with comparative and superlative meaning) and positive. To which of these two subcategories the adjectival constituent of a syntagm belongs will be refl ected in Dimension 3, intracategory differentiation of the adjectival constituent.
Syntagms having an elative as its qualifi catum show ELATIVAL QUALIFICATALITY. Syntagms having an elative as their qualifi cator show ELATIVAL QUALIFICATORIALITY. Syntagms having a positive adjective as their qualifi catum show POSITIVAL QUALIFICATALITY. Syntagms having a positive adjective as their qualifi cator show POSITIVAL QUALIFICATORIALITY.
Bi-adjectival syntagms will be characterized with respect to both the qualifi catum and the qualifi cator. Thus, the following properties will be added to this dimension: ELATIVAL Positive adjectives can be further subdivided into participial adjectives, i.e. positive adjectives that are participles, and non-participial adjectives, i.e. the remaining ones. The former can be divided into passive participial adjectives and active participial adjectives.
Both active and passive participial adjectives are divisible into those derived from transitive verbs and those derived from intransitive verbs. This further characterization of positival adjectives will not be taken into consideration here.
KIND OF MORPHOLOGICAL INDICATORS
That two constituents are bound by the relation of qualifi cation into a syntagm can be signalled morphologically in various ways. Qualifi cation may be indicated by means of concord (agreement) between the constituents or rection (government) of one of the constituents with respect to the other. However, it should be stressed here that a relationship of morphological character between two words does not necessarily indicate qualifi cation between them. For instance, in constructions involving the 'sententioid syntagm' (traditionally termed 'indirect attribute'), as exemplifi ed in (11), there is concord between the words li r-ra'īsi 'for the president' and l-muntahiyati 'ending' with respect to state and case (both words are defi nite and in the genitive).
(11) li r-ra'īs-i l-muntahiy-at-i wilāyat-u-hu for DEF-president.(M).SG-GEN DEF-ending-F.SG-GEN term.of.offi ce.(F).SG-NOM-POSS.3SG.M
'for the president whose term of offi ce is ending'
However, these two words cannot be said to be bound by the relation of qualifi cation (specifi cally, that li r-ra'īsi is qualifi ed by l-muntahiyati) because it is the 'term of offi ce' that is ending, not the 'president' himself. The concord between these words does not indicate qualifi cation between them; it only indicates that li r-ra'īsi is qualifi ed by the entire relative 'sententioid syntagm' l-muntahiyati wilāyatuhu 'whose term of offi ce is ending'. While morphological indicators not indicating qualifi cation between words seem to be a rather infrequent phenomenon, qualifi cation without morphological indicators (with no concord or rection) occurs very often. For instance, no morphological indicators point to qualifi cation between the constituents of the syntagm qā'imun hunā 'standing here' (the adverb hunā 'here' is uninfl ected'). Such a lack of morphological indicators will be referred to as lexical junction (cf. BAŃCZEROWSKI 1988: 54) , because the constituents hold together on the strength of their lexical meaning (their linear order and contiguity, however, seem to be relevant as well).
Another important observation to be made here is that the relationship between qualifi cation and morphology has not been properly described in Arabic studies. Arabists who have dealt with the problems of Arabic syntax seem not to have suffi ciently kept morphology apart from qualifi cation. Frequently, the terminology used in works describing the syntax of MWA is not employed with due precision, sometimes not at all explained. The picture one gets when trying to understand the relations obtaining within syntagms of MWA is made more chaotic by the diversity of terminology in the works of different authors. Three different analyses of the 'sententioid syntagm', i.e. indirect attribute exemplifi ed in (11), to be presented here will suffi ce to illustrate this point. As regards the adjective in this construction, the grammar of Badawi et al. distinguishes between 'structurally qualifi es' and 'logically qualifi es', while also using the expression 'qualifi es only indirectly ' (BADAWI et al. 2004: 114) . EL-AYOUBI et al. (2001) use terms such as 'Bezugsnomen' and 'Abhängigkeit vom Bezugsnomen' when referring to morphosyntactic relations. With reference to semantic relations, they speak of the 'Subjekt' of an 'Adjektivgruppe' which is not identical to its 'Bezugnomen' in this construction (EL-AYOUBI et al. 2001: 186 (2001: 36) . Finally, Paradela Alonso says that the adjective here is a complex adjective ("adjetivo complejo") which 'in reality describes a quality of a subpart of its fi rst or apparent qualifi catum' ("en realidad está adjetivando a una subparte [...] de su califi cado primero o aparente" (PARADELA ALONSO 2005 [1998 : 43). The terminological apparatus introduced in section 2 of this paper is aimed at enabling a clearer and a more adequate description of the syntagms in MWA.
If the constituents of a syntagm are bound by rection or concord, this syntagm will be said to show the property of RECTIONALITY or CONCORDIALITY, respectively. In order to refl ect various kinds of rection and concord, various kinds of rectionality and concordiality will be distinguished for this dimension. Some syntagms show more than one kind of concord or concord and rection simultaneously. For these reasons, corresponding properties are added. This dimension also contains the property of LEXICO-JUNCTIONALITY, which characterizes syntagms based on lexical junction. An analysis of the morphological relations within biconstituent hypotactic adjectival syntagms in MWA conducted in MICHALSKI 2008 has shown that for the description of this language, the dimension under consideration should contain the following properties: The plural secondary predicate rākiḍīna qualifi es the verb ǧāʼa, which is singular because of its preceding, not following the subject r-riǧālu.
ACCUSATIVO-RECTIONALITY WITH GENDER-AND NUMBER-CONCORDIALITY:
(17) ḏahabat musri'-at-a-n she.departed hurrying-F.SG-ACC-INDF '(she) departed in a hurry' lit. 'hurrying' LEXICO-JUNCTIONALITY: qā'imun hunā 'standing here'.
A biconsituent hypotactic syntagm with morphological indicators pointing to qualifi cation may also be characterized with respect to whether it is the qualifi cator that is governed by, or agrees with, the qualifi catum or, by contrast, whether it is the qualifi catum that is governed by, or agrees with, the qualifi cator. Since in MWA the former holds true for all syntagms, there is no possibility of differentiating them in this regard.
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LINEAR ORDER OF THE CONSTITUENTS
Dimension 5, linear order of the constituents, makes it possible to characterize syntagms in terms of the linear order of their qualifi cators and qualifi cata. Syntagms in which the qualifi catum linearly precedes the qualifi cator will be called Qm-fronted syntagms. Some of the syntagms belonging to this category may have the word order of their constituents reversed resulting in a synonymous syntagm, which differs, if at all, only in style or emphasis, while others may not be subject to such an operation. The former, let us call them reversibly Qm-fronted, are exemplifi ed by the syntagm al-ḥayātu ǧamīlatun 'Life is beautiful' (which has its synonymous counterpart in ǧamīlatun-i l-ḥayātu), the latter, let us call them irreversibly Qm-fronted, are exemplifi ed in ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali (7), for which such a counterpart does not exist.
Syntagms in which the qualifi cator linearly precedes the qualifi catum will be referred to as Qr-fronted syntagms. Like Qm-fronted syntagms above, some Qr-fronted syntagms may have the word order of their constituents reversed resulting in a synonymous syntagm, with only style or emphasis being possibly changed. Other Qr-fronted syntagms cannot be subject to this operation. The former, let us call them reversibly Qr-fronted, may be exemplifi ed by the syntagm ǧamīlatun-i l-ḥayātu 'Life is beautiful' (which has its synonymous counterpart in al-ḥayātu ǧamīlatun). 
LINEAR CONTIGUITY OF THE CONSTITUENTS
Dimension 6, linear contiguity of the constituents, refl ects in what form a syntagm has occurred in a specifi c text: whether the constituents are linearly contiguous or discontiguous, i.e. with a disjoining unit between them. However, this dimension should also make it possible to distinguish (i) contiguous syntagms that have a synonymous discountiguous counterpart and (ii) contiguous syntagms that do not have it, on one hand, and (iii) discontiguous syntagms that have synonymous contiguous counterparts and (iv) discontiguous syntagms that do not have them, on the other hand. Therefore, the following properties are proposed for this dimension: The word l-quwwati is a paratactic co-constituent of the qualifi cator t-ta'ṯīri. It should be noted here that in order for the syntagm bāliḡu t-ta'ṯīri to have a synonymous linearly dicontiguous counterpart, the disjoining unit in this counterpart must be a paratactic co-constituent of the qualifi cator or of the qualifi catum. Moreover, the conjunction wa 'and' is required. In other syntagms the disjoining unit may be of any kind with no conjunction needed. A hypothetical contiguous counterpart of (20), *baytu l-kabīru, is non-grammatical. In order for it to be grammatical the substantive must have the defi nite article, cf. al-baytu l-kabīru.
SYNTACTIC FUNCTION OF THE ADJECTIVE IN STATU QUALIFICATORIS
Adjectival syntagms can be characterized with respect to the syntactic function of the adjectival qualifi cator. Therefore, Dimension 7, syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualifi catoris, will be proposed here. The properties concerning the syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualifi catoris, e.g. functioning as attribute, extended predicate, etc., will be extended so as to refer to syntagms. The following syntactic functions will be taken into account here: subject, basic predicate, extended predicate, secondary predicate, exclamative predicate (all introduced in section 3), direct object, indirect object, internal object (Arabic maf'ūl muṭlaq), and adverbial. Since the so-called indirect attribute is a sentence-like, or 'sententioid', syntagm, its qualifi catum is considered to have the syntactic function of 'sub- Since the subject does not qualify any other word in a sentence, in other words, it is the qualifi catum absolutum (cf. BAŃCZEROWSKI et al. 1982: 247 and 270) , this dimension does not contain the property of QR-SUBJECTIVITY. The same holds true for the 'subjectoid', which is the qualifi catum absolutum in the 'sententioid syntagm'.
Thus, for instance, the syntagm baytun kabīrun 'a large house' is a syntagm showing QR-ATTRIBUTIVITY, since the adjective which is the qualifi cator functions as an attribute (in adjectival attribution). The syntagm l-muntahiyati wilāyatuhu is a syntagm with the property of QR-PREDICATOIDNESS. The syntagm ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali 'long-term', lit. 'long of term', shows the property of INDEFINIBILITY since it is a syntagm with no adjective in statu qualifi catoris.
Finally, let us remark that all syntagms that show QR-BASIC PREDICATIVITY, QR-EXTENDED PREDICATIVITY or QR-EXCLAMATIVE PREDICATIVITY with respect to this dimension are sentences. For example, both al-baytu kabīrun 'The house is big' in (15), which shows QR-BASIC PREDI-CATIVITY, and laysa [l-baytu] kabīran '[The house] is not big' in (2), which shows QR-EXTEND-ED PREDICATIVITY, are sentences. For this reason, it seems unnecessary to propose a separate dimension with respect to which syntagms could be differentiated into sentential and nonsentential.
SYNTACTIC FUNCTION OF THE ADJECTIVE IN STATU QUALIFICATI
Dimension 8, syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualifi cati, makes it possible to characterize the syntagms with respect to the syntactic function of the adjectival qualificatum. The properties concerning the syntactic function of the adjective in statu qualifi cati will be extended so as to refer to syntagms. As substantivized adjectives may function as subjects and words with these syntactic functions can be qualifi cata, this dimension will contain an additional property, that of In order for a syntagm to be characterized with respect to this dimension, it is necessary to determine what syntactic function its adjective in statu qualifi cati has. In most cases, namely with the exception of syntagms with their qualifi cata being subjects, this can be made only by taking into consideration the qualifi catum of the syntagm which is 'left-overlapping' with respect to the syntagm to be characterized. (Let us recall here that the qualifi cator of syntagm 1 which is 'left-overlapping' with respect to syntagm 2 is the qualifi catum of syntagm 2 ). Hence, it can be said that the properties of Dimension 8 are properties going 11 Qr-attributivity does not only refer to adjectives qualifying in adjectival attribution (e.g. baytun kabīrun 'a big house'). It also refers to adjectives qualifying as genitive attributes, cf. ṯānī ʼahammi [markazin] 'the second most important [centre]' in (10).
12 Although grammatically possible (cf. a hypothetical li r-ra'īsi l-muntahiyati ʼūlā wilāyātihi 'for the president whose fi rst term of offi ce [lit. 'the fi rst of his terms of offi ce'] is ending'), sententioid syntagms with adjectives functioning as their subjectoids seem not to be in use. Therefore, this dimension will not contain the property of QM-SUBJECTOIDNESS. beyond the scope of a particular biconstituent syntagm. This, however, does not concern syntagms the qualifi cata of which are subjects: their qualifi cata are never in statu qualifi catoris in other syntagms, therefore such syntagms do not have 'left-overlapping syntagms'. The dimension proposed here will contain the following properties: Thus, for instance, the syntagm ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali 'long-term' as used in istiṯmārun ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali 'a long-term investment', lit. 'an investment long of term', shows QM-ATTRIBUTIVITY because it is a syntagm with the adjective in statu qualifi cati which in the left-overlapping syntagm istiṯmārun ṭawīlu functions as the attribute of the word istiṯmārun. The syntagm ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali used in al-istiṯmāru ṭawīlu l-ʼaǧali 'The investment is a long-term [one]' shows QM-BASIC PREDICATIVITY because its adjective in statu qualifi cati is the basic predicate in its left-overlapping syntagm (with the subject al-istiṯmāru).
OMISSIBILITY OF THE QUALIFICATOR OF THE ADJECTIVE
Dimension 9, degree of the omissibility of the qualifi cator of the adjective, enables adjectival syntagms to be characterized in terms of the grammatical admissibility of the omission of a qualifi cator 13 of the adjective. Put differently, this dimension highlights the fact that the qualifi cator of the adjective in some syntagms can be omitted resulting in a grammatical expression. The syntagm is then reduced to a word (formerly its qualifi catum). Similarly to Dimension 8, the properties grouped in Dimension 7 go beyond the scope of a particular biconstituent syntagm, because the omissibility of the qualifi cator of the adjective in a syntagm can be established only by taking into consideration its left-overlapping syntagm. This does not concern syntagms the qualifi cata of which are subjects: their qualifi cata are never in statu qualifi catoris in other syntagms; therefore, such syntagms do not have 'left-overlapping syntagms'. The omissiblity of the qualifi cator of such a syntagm is determinable on the grounds of the grammaticality of the qualifi catum to which the syntagm is reduced, cf. the irreducibility of ẖāliṣu l-mawaddati in (4) to *ẖāliṣu, which is non-grammatical.
Only adjectivo-qualifi catal and bi-adjectival syntagms will take a defi nite property with respect to this dimension, while adjectivo-qualifi catorial syntagms will always take the property of INDEFINIBILITY. For the dimension under consideration, the following properties will be proposed: A syntagm that shows MEANING-PRESERVING REDUCIBILITY TO A WORD is one which, after its qualifi cator has been omitted, results in an adjective (formerly its qualifi catum) which, being unqualifi ed, qualifi es the qualifi catum of the left-overlapping syntagm, with no (substantial) change in the meaning of the original expression entailed. An example is ṭ-ṭawīlu l-qāmati 'tall of height' as used in ar-raǧulu ṭ-ṭawīlu l-qāmati 'the man tall of height' because its qualifi cator, l-qāmati 'of height', can be omitted and this results in the word ṭ-ṭawīlu quali-
